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Please read these instructions carefully before use

Thank you for choosing this WOpet intelligent product. In order

to guarantee your personal and material safety, please read 

these instructions carefully before using our product. Under no 

circumstances shall WOPET be liable to pay compensation or 

damages to any person for any loss, injury, or damage, unless it's 

explicitly stipulated in law, whatsoever occasioned by this product

or as a result of not following the items and conditions and 

precautions laid in these instructions.
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The authorization of the instructions, trademark and font size are 

owned by WOPET and its affiliated party. In case the items and 

conditions laid in these instructions are not identical to the actual 

product (including the APP), the actual product (APP) shall prevail. 

WOPET shall, subject to law, reserve the right to modify items and 

conditions laid in these instructions without prior notice, as well as 

to the final interpretation. Objection to these instructions, if any, 

shall be raised in writing by the customers within 7 (seven) days 

after purchase. Otherwise, it shall be assumed that the customer 

has completely accepted and understood all terms and conditions 

of the instructions.
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About instructions



This APP (WOpet) shall keep and protect the individual details of 

all users; in order to provide more accurate and personalized 

services, and co-share the operating right of your equipment. 

This APP shall be very careful with this information. Unless 

otherwise specified in this Statement of Authorization, this APP 

shall not disclose this information to any third party without your 

permission.

If you have shared authorization with another user, they will have 

authorization for such equipment as the camera, photographs, 

microphone, etc. If the equipment user has decided to share 

authorization, it means they have fully understood the items and 

conditions mentioned above, and our company shall not be held 

responsible for such consequences as privacy disclosure, 

disputes, property and credit losses, etc. Our company reserves 

the right of having the final interpretation of this authorization 

clause and also to terminate the service agreement with the 

authorized user immediately.
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Statement of authorization
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Programming: 2 models (exchangeable food dispenser)

Small Wheel Unit: For small and medium-size pets 

Programmable: 1 to 39 portions (5g -195g)

Large Wheel Unit: For medium and large size pets 

Programmable: 1 to 39 portions (10g -390g)

SET button: short press to activate the manual feeding 

function; long press for 5 seconds to restore to factory

settings

Product name: WOpet Sprite Ⅱ WiFi Feeder

Product size: L250*W350*H390mm (Assembled)

Capacity: 7 liters 

Net weight: 2.3 kg 

Product materials: ABS

Adapter parameters:

Feeder appearance

Input: 100-240V, 50/60HZ, 0.4A 

Output: 5.0V, 1A
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720P HD camera with 120° Wide Angle Lens

Accurate portion control through APP

Voice interaction voice record & play at programmed mealtimes

A large capacity hopper holds around 7lbs dry food

Dual power supplies: Battery (NOT INCLUDED) and power adaptor

Key Features
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1. Assemble the bowl as shown in the picture.

SET button 

Food Tray

Lid lock

MIC

Camera

Food outlet

Feeder assembling
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2. Plug in the power adaptor. If you do NOT want to use the 

power adaptor, you can change to the battery.

3. Install batteries in the battery compartment (3 new D cell, 

alkaline batteries. Batteries NOT included). Make sure

the power switch is set to “Off”.

Plug in the power adaptor

Battery compartment 
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Note:

The default wheel is the large one. There is also a small wheel and 

you can change the wheel when needed.

When the feeder is only battery-powered, it will enter sleep mode 

and some functions like watching, talking, and setting in the app 

are limited. It still can dispense food by pressing the manual 

button and dispense food automatically as programmed. 

The small wheel The large  wheel
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Download and install the "WOPET" app by scanning the QR 

code below.

Download and install the app by searching "WOPET" on Google 

Play (Android), or App Store (iOS).

APP installation

Android iOS
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Reset the feeder

After logging into the APP, click “+” at the 

upper-right corner to add the feeding device.

1

Note:

Make sure your phone is connected to  

Wi-Fi with favorable network speeds.

APP logging in and feeder connecting

Enter your email

Enter your password

Login

Forgot passwordRegister

Add a decice

Device

MeHelpDevice

Log in to the APP

Open the “WOPET” APP, and click “Register” 

to apply for an account. If already have an 

account, just log in.

Note:

One device can be attached to only one 

account at a time, but one account can 

connect to multiple devices and used on 

multiple phones.
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When the red indicator is on, long-press 

the SET button on the center of the feeder 

until it buzzes like “Ding-Dong”, and 

release it.

2

Click “NEXT” when the indicator turns 

green. 

3

Connect the feeder to WLAN

When the cellphone has been connected to 

the Wi-Fi, the wifi name will be filled in 

automatically. Then, click “NEXT” after 

entering the wifi password.

1

Wait 15 seconds for power on and follow the
 illustration

Press and hold the SET key of the machine for
 about 5 seconds, after hearing the bell “Ding-
Dong”, release the button immediately and the 
green light flashes, indicating that the reset was 

successful

Long press the SET button for 1 seconds

Next

And then, after hearing the bell “Ding-Dong” 
andthe green light flashes, please click here

Next

The WiFi name of the router to which 
the phone is connected

Please enter the router’s WiFi password

Wosportsdirect_5G

Please enter the router’s Wi...
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Note:

A QR code will be generated on the phone. Use the feeder’s 

camera to scan it at a distance between 10-20 cm until you 

hear a “beep” sound. And click the screen button, it will enter

into connection.

2

If the connection fails, please check the connection FAQs.

If the connection fails, try using the device hotspot 

connection way.

3

Please face down the QR code directly to the camera of the
feeder, and keep the distance between 10-20 cm (about the
length of a mobile phone). After the scan is successful,you w...

Take another look at the procedure.

Next

And then, after hearing the bell “Ding-Dong” 
andthe green light flashes, please click here

Operation completed, but no prompt tone
was heard

Connecting...

Try to make your device, mobile phone and
router close to each other, to ensure a good

connection to the network signal.

After successful connection, it will
automatically enter the device operation page

3%



The “Wopet _XXXXX” wifi is generated by 

the feeder with no password. Once it’s 

connected, the wifi will disappear.
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Device hot spot connection

Note:

Note: First, check the feeder’s green indicator 

flashes slowly.

Click to enter the device hot spot 

connection page.

1

Enter into the phone wifi setting page and 

select the WiFi  named “Wopet _XXXXX”. 

Make sure the Wi-Fi has been  correctly 

connected.  

2

Click the button at the upper-left corner 

to return to the phone’s main interface, 

and click the APP again. It will enter into a 

connection. Meanwhile, the green light 

flashes quickly. 

3

Enter the mobile phone WiFi
setting page,

After successfully connecting to the
WiFi that starts with “Wopet_”,return

to this app to continue adding devices.

Press select the WiFi whose name
starts with “Wopet_”,

WLAN

WLAN

WOPET_7D6A21
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Meal Size

Small Wheel Unit: small meal size for small & medium pets 

Programmable: 1 to 39 portions (5g -195g)

Large Wheel Unit: Large meal size for medium & large pets 

Programmable: 1 to 39 portions (10g -390g)

Feeding scheduling

Note: If the connection fails, please check the 

connection FAQs.

When the connection is completed, click 

“Completed” to enter the main interface 

of “Wopet” app.

4

Connecting...

Try to make your device, mobile phone and
router close to each other, to ensure a good

connection to the network signal.

After successful connection, it will
automatically enter the device operation page

55%



WOpet

MoreFeeding Records

Feeding Plan

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Fed2 portions8:00

12:00

18:00

2 portions

2 portions

Fed

Waiting

Modify

Shenzhen   China
NOV 11, 2020
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Automatic feeding interface

Modify automatic feeding

 Automatic feeding interface

Automatic feeding

event list

More settings

Feed interface

Camera interface

Feeding status of two recent times

Click “Modify” to enter the meals-setting interface, and click the 

meals to set the relevant items.

Close or delete to cancel current feeding settings.1
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Meal's time and portion, as well as record playback, can be set up 

in the feeding setting interface.

2

Video function

Click the         to take photos, REC icon to record videos, earphone 

icon to listen to the sound made by the feeder, and microphone 

icon to talk and use the feeder as a speaker.

2

Click the Camera Interface button         to enter the video interface 

settings interface. 

1

Done

Portion 2 portions

None

Breakfast

Recording

Meal Name

Enabled

08
07
06
05

00
09 01
10 02
11 03

：

(Not set) Shenzhen   China
NOV 11, 2020

MoreFeeding Records

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

2 portions8:00

12:00

18:00

2 portions

2 portions

Fifth Meal

Sixth Meal

22:00

23:00

0 portion

0 portion

Modify

Four Meal 2 portions21:00

Feeding Plan
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More settings

Click More Settings         to enter the General Setting interface1

Here, you can use pet information, recording setting function, 

cancel binding equipment function.

2

Pet information

Device name

Recording setting

Device info

Alexa setting

Smart Pet Feeder

Remove the binding

WO pet
1 year, 1.0kg

Other
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Feeder cleaning

Note:

The base unit should not be submerged in water at any time, 

as this will damage the electronic components and void the 

warranty.

Indoor-use only. The product must not be placed outdoor. 

Unplug it and take out the three batteries.

Disassemble the Hopper and Bowl.

Hand clean with a soft cloth and hand dry.
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 Storage barrel can 
 use water to clean

 Top Button

 Food hopper can
 use water to clean

 Body cannot use 
 water to clean
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1. What is the reason for cellphone connection failure and how to 

handle it?

Check whether the machine is functioning properly.

Check the device’s indicators. Normally, the red indicator stays 

on and the green indicator blinks.

Check if the feeder has been connected to Wi-Fi.

Search for the feeder’s Wi-Fi signal on the cellphone and check 

if there is a Wi-Fi hotspot named “Wopet XXXXX”.

Please authorize the APP the right to acquire location 

information during installation.

It is recommended that the WPA/WPA2 PSK encryption be 

applied. Please use the 2.4 GHz network only.

Check whether the router has set up a restriction to the number 

of online devices.

Uninstall the APP and then reinstall it.

b

FAQs
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2. How to re-connect the device to the network quickly after it is 

disconnected.

Exit the APP, click it again, and wait for data to update.

Switch from the feeding interface to the video interface and 

wait for video refresh.

3.

4.

Off-line or power off

LED light state description

When power is off or disconnected, if the feeder equipped with 

batteries, it will still dispense food according to your feeding 

schedule set on your mobile phone. 

Red light 

Always on Always on

Always on

Always on

Always on

Flashes

Flashes

Greenlight

Off

Feeder state description

Normal state

Feeding abnormality

Abnormal network

Only battery power supply
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Check whether the food outlet is clogged. If so, the red 

indicator will blink.

5.

6.

The cellphone doesn’t remind me of food discharge.

Check whether or not the motor is running normally.

The cellphone indicates “Dispense Excessive Food”.

There is too much food in the food outlet, which needs 

cleaning.

The feeder doesn’t dispense food after the feeding parameter 

setup is completed.

Check whether the motor has been seized by food.

Check following the steps above, and make sure the Wi-Fi 

password is entered correctly. Contact our customer service if 

the connection is still not established.
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9. About information push.

In the event that the cellphone cannot receive push information, 

check whether it is shielded by the system message manager.

7.

8.

Current feeding time is later than the current time by 5 minutes 

or more.

When parameters are set up on the APP, it takes time to upload 

them to the server, which is about 5 minutes according to 

network conditions.

The signal for  "wopet_xxxxxx" on Android devices isn’t stable.

Check following the steps above, and make sure the Wi-Fi 

password is entered correctly. Contact our customer service if 

the connection is still not established.
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Check whether the cellphone is in a power-saving mode, 

which may lead to pushing failure when the APP is running in

the background.

It requires 2.4G routers with 802.11 bgn protocol. The feeder 

doesn’t support any 5G router. To watch the video on your 

cellphone, it is suggested that you do it with a Wi-Fi connection 

or a 4G network. There aren’t any restrictions to the network 

operator as long as your cellphone can access the Internet.

11. APP updating

10. The feeder’s requirement for network types.

You will be reminded of APP updating for every new release. 

Update the APP when prompted.

For the better user experience, please update the software 

and hardware to ensure stable device functions.
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FCC warnings
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https://www.facebook.com/wopetworld


